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The Joy of Sharing
Sharing is one of the greatest joys in life, and we regularly share our wealth,
knowledge and happiness with our family and friends. When we join

Toastmasters we usually have a specific goal in mind: to enhance our speak
ing and leadership skills. Some fulfill this goal within a few months and then
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choose to leave. But the core of our organization consists of those members
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who are prepared to stay in Toastmasters and share their expertise and experi
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ence with others. All the books, all the manuals, all the training, all the con
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ferences mean little without the contributions of these unselfish members.
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This is not to say that those who leave early are selfish. These members often
leave unaware of further opportunities for their growth and development.
Toastmasters' founder Dr. Ralph Smedley wrote, "The deepest joy of be
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longing comes as one learns to cooperate and contribute and help." A
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Toastmasters club is the epitome of a "service club." Successful development
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depends on the help each individual receives from fellow members. What

Sullolk. VA 23437

makes Toastmasters International special is our members' ability and willing
ness to work together as a team to ensure the success of every meeting.

Our members progress from a "What's in it for me?" attitude to an attitude
of helping others. Many members claim they gained their greatest rewards once
they changed their attitude and started focusing on serving others by partici
pating in club meetings, leading Speechcraft and Youth Leadership programs
and becoming involved in District opportunities. For me, an awakening came
when I was asked to help with a Speechcraft program. As the course progressed,
I was amazed at the amount of knowledge 1 could impart. The most gratifying
aspect was seeing each of the Speechcrafters learn and improve. Recently, one

of them expressed his thanks for the confidence and skills that enabled him to
give the eulogy at a young friend's funeral. He wrote, "After doing the speech
and doing it well, I've had the biggest sense of achievement. I never thought 1
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would be able to do it, but I did, and I'm happy."
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1 met another member during my travels who credits Toastmasters with

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT:

giving her the skills and the confidence she needed to become the marketing
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manager of her company. Yet another member recently phoned me with great
excitement to tell me her Toastmasters experience had given her the edge over
a hundred other applicants for the position of personal assistant to a large
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city's mayor. All of these Toastmasters know first hand the "Thrill of Success."
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[he foastmsters Vision:
Toastmasters International empowers people to achieve their full
potendal and realize their dreams. Through our member clubs, people

throughout the world can improve their communication
and leadership skills, giving mem the courage to change.

depa r tmen ts

[he foastmasters Mission:
Toastmasters international is the leading movement devoted to
making effective oral communicadon a worldwide reality.

2

Through its member dubs.Toastmasters international helps men and

VIEWPOINT: The Joy of Sharing
By International President Len jury, DTM

women learn die arts of speaking, listening and thinking- vital skills

that promote self-achialization. enhance leadership potentiaL foster
human understanding, and contribute to the betterment of mankind.
It is basic to this mission that Toasbnasters International continually

expand its worldwide network of clubs,iere^ offering ever-greater

4

numbers of people the opportunity to benefitfrom its programs.
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MIRACULOUS CHANGE

for what the audience wants or

convictions of the speaker, addressed

It has happened - that which in my

needs. Charles Lamb, the great

to an audience needing the message

wildest dreams I did not dare to

imagine could ever be has now

English essayist, could take the most
ordinary subject and turn it into an

become reality.

exciting and memorable master

All my life 1 had hidden myself
away from the world in a little box
labeled "shy, timid, scared."

piece. Isn't that what we should be
doing in the seven-minute gem des
tined for the International Speech

and cherishing it as a memorable
experience for a lifetime.
What a splendid window of
opportunity Toastmasters opens for
us that, despite whatever timidity
we may have felt in our youth, we

Four months ago, 1 joined Morn-

ingside Toastmasters after almost a
year of scraping together enough

Contest?

Many Toastmasters object to

courage to do so. And now, a mere
four months later, the change in my

chest-thumping, boggle-eyed moti
vational speeches - a view which, 1
must admit, 1 share. Perhaps the

life is nothing short of miraculous.

answer lies in a comment made by

can aspire to share with hundreds even thousands - our deepest con

victions and aspirations. Thank
you, Dr. Smedley! May untold
future generations of Toastmasters
preserve your heritage.

one of our Toastmasters that "What

approach total strangers and start a

L F.'Roy'Fenstennaker. DTM
1963 international Speech Contest Winner

we need are fewer motivational

conversation. Suddenly life has become
so much more - more to experience,
more to live for, more fun. My person

speeches and more inspirational
speeches." Amen!
Motivational speeches may
indeed have their place. 1 might
suggest a mortician's convention, or
a parade-ground speech by a uni

Dynamic Forcemasters Club 587-F
Fe Springs. California

For the first time 1 am able to

al and career goals have shifted, too.
1 have now climbed out of my lit

tle box and am standing on top of it,
armed with my new-found Toastmasters courage. For the first time, 1
am able to look the world squarely in

the eyes and truly become the best I
can be.

formed drill instructor. But 1 doubt

that the International Speech Contest

is a desirable spot for a frenzied
appeal to pursue success.
The use of visual aids in connec

THE PICTURES SPEAK

1 was really surprised and impressed
by the 1997-98 District Governors
picture section. A picture says a
thousand words, as the saying goes.
I learned a lot, i.e., that we have

districts in Australia, England, New
Zealand, South Africa and the

Philippines. A superb way to recog
nize our finest Toastmasters!

Toastmasters is an incredible organ
ization. 1 see myself staying a member

tion with speech delivery has
always been encouraged, but are we

Joanne M. Castelli
WhHerockClub U95-50

for a long, long time.

sometimes tempted to cross over

Dallas. Texas

Rudi Jansen

the line into a variety act? 1 almost
expect one of these days to see

THE THRILL OF SUCCESS

someone put on a seven-minute

Twelve years ago, when 1 joined

SPEECH COMTESTS REVISITED
After the annual International Speech

multimedia presentation.

Toastmasters, I could not get through
a conversation without stammering

Momingside Club B217-7&

Johannesburg. South Africa

Patrick Henry didn't need any

Contest, we often hear objections

visual aids, and Abraham Lincoln

and using vocalized pauses (ums, ahs

about the judging, the speech topics,
or other aspects of the contest. How

had no pointer at Gettysburg.

and you knows). Because my fellow

Franklin D. Roosevelt turned a

members have been so supportive

often have we heard the criticism that

nation around in his First Inaugural
without props. John F. Kennedy

over the years, 1 managed to over
come my shyness, speak before
audiences (including non-Toast-

a speech can only win if it consists of
"motherhood and apple pie"? 1 have
no objection to either, especially if
the pie is baked well and motherhood
is embarked on with some regard for
propriety.
As I see it, the problem is that too
often an inane subject is prepared in
a jejune manner with little regard

had only a Boston-Irish accent to
embellish "Ich bin ein Berliner!"

What is a contest speech? In my

not-so-humble opinion, it is a special

masters) and discover my potential
as a leader. Through this terrific
organization, I too have experi

art form, like a sonnet or a sonata. It

enced the truth of President Len

has a structure and rules. It is a com

Jury's motto: the Thrill of Success!

posite of significant ideas, delivered
with enthusiasm and the deepest

Carole E. Schwartz. ATI^

President Allstate Speakeasys CUib 3655-30
Chicago. Illinois
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MY TURN
By Patrick Motl

Overblown Style Can Camouflage Content
Ever notice that the people wli h the least to say always

answer, naturally, is pure gibberish, but

say it with the most flamboyance? You've seen them.
They're the professional speakers who have managed to get
hold of books on method acting and have memorized every

it's a lot of gibberish, and we're certain

the teacher will be impressed by the sheer
volume of fancy words and phrases.
But it didn't work then. And it
doesn't work now.

page. They seize on pure physicality and develop a reper

There's a huge difference between talking fo people

toire of contortions behind the lectern that would make a

and talking at them. Because the orator is all style and lit

Wagnerian diva in full cry look like a wallflower at a high
school dance. Ask them to explain the act of screwing in a
light bulb and you'll get pantomime that would embarrass
Marcel Marceau. Put them in handcuffs and you might as
well have cut out their tongues.
1 think of these people as orators. I've always considered
that word to be a pejorative, because it always seems to be
applied to people I'd rather read about than listen to. We
grow up hearing about Henry Clay and Daniel Webster and
Benjamin Disraeli, reading historical descriptions of them
as "the greatest orators of their times." The text usually is
accompanied by a woodcut of the men, mouths agape,
arms pointed skyward, a maniacal gleam in their eyes.

tle content, that style quickly is perceived as a kind of
bombardment, a fusillade of words and gestures aimed at
the audience. And, almost unconsciously, the audience
recoils. They are no longer interested in hearing what the

orator has to say; they simply want to get it over with so
they can relax again. Soldiers in combat experience the
same feelings.
The sympathetic speaker, on the other hand, truly has
something to say. And the last thing he wants to do is
clog up the lines of communication with a lot of bom

bast. To that end, the speech is delivered evenly, with
careful bodily and vocal emphasis at the most significant

moments. No barking. No leaping around. The speaker is

Heck, if I wanted to suffer through
that, I'd turn on the TV and watch

some high-wattage evangelist do his
stuff.

Today, when I find myself shifting

a participant in the communication
process, not merely a source of noise
and spectacle.

"With every hand slash,

with every jabbing fifiger,

Such a person always will be a wel

with every picture in the

come speaker, because such a speaking
style exudes sympathy and empathy.
The audience feels that ideas are being

uncomfortably in my seat as a mod

ern-day orator fulminates up on stage,
1 do not feel as if I'm a witness to great

air the orator draws

shared, even exchanged, when a well-

with his hands and anus,

ness. I feel like I'm being hustled.

Because with every hand slash, with
every jabbing finger, with every pic
ture in the air the orator draws with

crafted speech is delivered. Such a

the more he's persuading

speech does not demand acceptance
by the audience, only attention.

me that underneath

his hands and arms, the more he's per
it all lies a
suading me that underneath it all lies
a lousy speech. I've got no way to quantify this, of course,
but I'm willing to bet that at least 90 percent of all speech
es that are delivered in florid, Byzantine prose accompa
nied by calculated, calisthenic-Iike gestures are not worth
presenting in the first place.

An orator, however, is a kind of

lousy speech."

tyrant. Whether he knows it or not, his
style-over-content approach bullies

the audience. It demands acceptance. It is all or nothing.
However, I believe there is a place for orators. They
would do better to become aerobics instructors, where

they can yell and flail all they want, get paid for it and go

home with a healthy cardiovascular system.

O

Overblown, overacted oratory is nothing more than a

version of a trick we've all used in school on essay exams: We
don't know the answer, but we're going to try to camouflage
that fact by writing a War and Peace-length response. Our

Patrick Mott is editor of Orange Coast magazine in Newport
Beach, California.
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CAN WE TALK?
By Daniel O'Keefe. ATM

To better understand one

another, we need to share

what is important to us.

Afraid To

Talk Keliglon?
One evening while thinking of a
topic for my next speech, I came

question, no one offered an answer
but many voiced fears. I've listed

upon the idea of talking about

their fears below and will follow with

my religion: Its history, why I joined
it, and why I choose to stay in it.
I gave the speech the following

a rebuttal to expose what I perceive
to be the flaws of those arguments:

week and was met with a serious

IFear of being proselytized may

2One's religion is too personal
an issue to be appropriate for a
Toastmasters speech. Although our
Individual choices regarding the

selection of a religion and the incor
poration of its practices in daily life

are among the most personal deci
sions a person can make, 1 do not

ject. Afterward, one long-time

be the strongest reason Toastmasters avoid discussing spiritual
issues. They may fear that someone

member told me, "Your talk about

may use the club as a forum to con

Toastmasters clubs. The mission of

and attentive audience. Club mem

bers were clearly taken with the sub

believe this means they ought to be
considered

totally

verboten

by

your faith frees me to talk about

vert or solicit members to a particu

Toastmasters International is to "fos

mine." She went on to say that her
previous club had discouraged reli
gious speech topics.

lar religion or doctrine.

ter human understanding and con

In my presentation, 1 said at the

tribute to the betterment of man

outset that I was not out to promote

kind." How else can that mission be

Her comments revealed how little

my church. 1 followed through by

achieved but by heartfelt communi

Toastmasters talk about their faith -

talking specifically about what I
liked about my faith. 1 did not men

cation? To understand one another,

or lack of it. There are many oppor

tunities to offer spiritual thoughts

tion why others should join it.

us. Simply by understanding what is
important to each other, we are in a

outside the Toastmasters club: events

Toastmasters should be able to talk

like banquets, weddings, anniver
fact, three members of my club speak

about important aspects of their
lives without turning the speech
into a sales pitch. An active mem

regularly at their churches and they

ber of Big Brothers/Big Sisters can

are not even members of the clergy!

talk about how his experience as a

saries, dinner parties or funerals. In

What causes a Toastmasters club

to discourage religious speech topics?
When 1 asked my club members this

The Toastmaster

we need to share what is important to

better position to contribute to the
betterment of mankind.

3Speeches about religion are

out asking everyone to become a

boring. "Talking about my
church would be boring. Every
body knows ail about it," said one

Big Brother/Big Sister.

Roman Catholic Toastmaster. On

volunteer enriches his life with

■ January 199B

the contrary, members of large
denominations and religions, such
as Roman Catholics, Baptists, Mor

Just as we need physical nourish
ment and rest, we need spiritual sus
tenance and mental peace. How we

mons or Jews, could

give very informative
speeches about the reli

gion's

history,

speech about the par
ticulars of a controversy

during a denomina
tion's history - such as
when the Roman Cath

Church

should be able

dropped

Latin services - also can

choose a philosophy of
life or religion, and how
we incorporate it into

our daily lives, are choic

basic

beliefs and rituals. A

olic

^toastmasters

to talk about

important aspects
of their lives
without turning
the speech into a
sales pitch/'

es we make as individu
als. There is no other

nities to share will be enriching for

choice more personal

all; and, 1 believe, promote the bet

than what or whom we

terment of humanity by fostering a

choose to worship.

deeper understanding

6Religion is too hard
to talk about. After

all, what do words like

be most enlightening.

Moreover, a speech of this nature
often reveals as much about the

speaker as it does about the topic

spirituality, ecumenical, orthodoxy,
atonement and so on really mean?
Toastmasters

aren't

ones

to

club talked about his involvement

shrink from a challenge. Talking
about personal feelings and experi

with the state chapter of the

ences in a religious context is not

Gideonites. He mentioned how he

difficult. Toastmasters know the

went to hotels and hospitals to
ensure they had enough Bibles for
their guests. He made sure everyone

to use feelings and experiences to

Itself. One of the founders of my

understood and

heard

him. His

apparent great concern for his fel
low citizens had not been obvious

until that speech.

4Religion is an inappropriate
speech topic since discussions
of it can turn heated. Some people
fear that a religious talk will stir up

an argument. Toastmasters clubs
are like extended families. Club

best way to capture an audience is
express abstract, meaningful ideas
in a way that touches each member
of an audience. Any observer of the
Toastmasters International Speech
Contest will tell you that many
Toastmasters can beautifully relate

meaningful ideas in a personal way.
In fact, a speech about one's faith
could easily fit into the requirements
of the Communication and Leader

ship Program manual. Members
could fulfill the assignments - such

members don't usually challenge a

as talking in earnest, using vocal vari

speaker. In my opinion, if anger is
expressed, that is all the more reason

ety and organizing the speech when speaking about their faith.

to talk about an issue. Anger usually

stems from a misunderstanding that
can best be resolved by straight com

I would love to see Toastmasters

encouraged to use religion as speech
material. So long as the speakers

munication. And Toastmasters are,

can balance their sharing of per

or are striving to be, experts at com

sonal opinions and experiences
with generous respect for differ
ing opinions, a religious topic

municating. The way a Toastmaster

becomes an expert and remains one
is by continually exercising his or
her communication skills.

5Religion is best left to the
experts, such as rabbis, minis
ters and priests. In my opinion,
religion isn't for the experts any
more than eating and sleeping are.

a particular church, temple or
mosque, for example. Tie together
your feelings and hopes, and explain
why an experience had value for
you. If every person who chooses to
expostulate on a religious theme
refrains from putting down other
faiths, or preaching, these opportu

can be a rewarding chal

lenge on the path to bet
ter communication. You

might set an example
by giving a speech
about your own
experiences -

why you chose

between people. O
Daniel O'Keefe. ATM. is a

member

of Tosa/

Medical Club 5010-

35 in Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin.
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Whats stopping you from reaching your goals?

0 Your
BY JUDITH E. PEARSON, DIM, Ph.D. . PHOTOGRAPH BY RON LOWERY

Have you ever wanted to accomplish
something, only to find that your
motivation just wasn't there? If so,

the will to act. The problem is that motivation blocks get

in the way of accomplishment. Motivation blocks come
from four sources:

you are not alone. All of us encounter times

1. Forgetting to keep the big picture in mind.

when we seem to be driving with our brakes

2. Lack of know-how.

on, and our willpower needs some energizing.
Do any of these statements sound familiar to you?

3. Conflicting priorities.

4. Low self-esteem and limiting beliefs.

petent Toastmaster - but that fifth speech on vocal variety

Each motivation block carries its own emotions. Let's
examine these motivation blocks, their associated emo
tions and some methods for breaking through each one.

looks really difficult. I'm just not motivated to do it."
> "I feel honored to serve on the district educational

-I Forgetting to Keep the Big Picture in Mind - "I want

>- "1 want to finish my basic manual and become a Com

committee, but when 1 think about all the work in
volved, I feel overwhelmed and confused."

>■ "1 really like my club meetings, but lately I'm not
motivated to attend because 1 want to spend more
time with my family. How do I make a choice?"

> "I was happy to be elected Club President, but I'm
not sure I'm the right person for the job. Maybe 1
should resign."

These are the laments of Toastmasters who have wor

thy goals and who truly want to succeed. Yet, some
where along the way, their motivation has given out.

Motivation is more than wanting or desiring a goal.

Motivation is the extra push that transforms desire into

Xto finish my basic manual and become a Competent

Toastmaster - but that fifth speech on vocal variety looks

really difficult. I'm just not motivated to do it."
The Emotion: Feeling stuck.

Sometimes we get so mired in the details of a project that
we forget why we initiated the project in the first place
The common feeling here is "stuck" - not ready to quit,
yet not ready to go forward. In this instance, we need to

step back from the work - take a break and think about
what is really important.

When you feel daunted by the details, take some time

to visualize the big picture. Think about why you joined
Toastmasters initially and the rewards you derive from
your membership. If you are part of a committee or team.
The Toastmaster ■ January 1998
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remind yourself and others about the team's purpose. If

you are a club officer, and become dismayed by adminis
trative responsibilities, think about the club mission, and
about the personal growth you'll achieve through the
challenges of leadership.

Maybe the fifth speech in the manual is harder than
the first four, but putting forth the effort on that speech
will improve your skills and bring you closer to CTM sta
tus. Now look at the big picture: Better communication
skills can open new career opportunities, increase your

new skills. Once you have know-how, your motivation
will be super-charged!

3Conflicting Priorities-"I really like my club meetings,
but lately I'm not motivated to attend because I want to
spend more time with my family. How do I make a choice?"

The Emotions: Pressure, fmstraUon, resentment or guilt.
In our quest for self-improvement and achievement, we

take on many roles and responsibilities. Besides Toast-

sphere of influence and make your self-confidence soar!

masters, we are business people, parents, sons, daughters,

Those rewards are worth the extra research, practice and

neighbors, friends and citizens. To be healthy, well-

preparation, so get moving!

2Lack of Know-How - "I feel honored to serve on the
District Educational Committee, but when I think about

all the work involved, I feel overwhelmed and confused."

The Emotions:Inadequacy, confiision, defeat
Often, when we take on a new task or project, we lack

the necessary skills and knowledge to accomplish it. We
clearly have the outcome in mind, but we don't know
the steps involved in getting from Start to Finish. The
accompanying emotions are usually inadequacy and
confusion or the sense that we are beat before we've

even begun. What to do? This is the time to get training
and guidance from someone who has been there. Admit
you don't know what to do or how to do it, and decide
to learn.

All Toastmasters districts provide officer training pro
grams. Speaking and leadership educational programs are
often a part of district events and conferences. You can
order additional training materials from the Toastmaster

catalog. Ask your club, area or division to conduct a
Success Leadership Program in the skill areas in which
you need help. (Better still, organize and conduct the
program yourself!) Whatever office you hold, there is
always someone up the "chain of command" who can

offer support and advice. Mentors are available every

rounded individuals, we must fulfill not only our profes

sional needs, but also our needs for personal develop
ment, spiritual growth and health. When conflicts occur
in our activities and responsibilities, motivation goes

downhill. You may feel pressure and frustration, maybe
even resentment or guilt. Those emotions signal the need

to take stock of priorities and do some careful planning
and decision making.
In First Things First, (Simon and Schuster, 1994), co

author Stephen Covey addresses the problem of too many
responsibilities and too little time and energy to fulfill
them. Covey advises that you first take some quiet time
to identify your life purposes (i.e., your mission state

ment) and clarify what you really want to accomplish
with your time on earth. Then make a list of the roles
you've undertaken. Examples could be Parent, Business
Owner, Spouse and Toastmaster. Add to the list your areas
of responsibility for personal well-being (Covey calls this
"Sharpening the Saw"): Physical, Spiritual, Social and

Mental. Then develop a mission statement describing
how you want to fulfill each category and why you want

to do it. The "why" will reveal your values - and values
are inherently motivating.
Once a week, take some quiet time to plan the basic,
next-step activities that will contribute to the fulfillment
of each role or responsibility. Schedule these activities
into your calendar. Break large, time-consuming activities

where. So get names, get on the phone and call someone.
Say, "I want your help in solving a problem."

into smaller tasks that you can accomplish incrementally.

Another idea; Form a team to accomplish the project.
Choose team members who possess the skills you lack.

do not support your priorities. The process is about find

Teach others what you know, and learn from them, too.

Emphasize teamwork and cooperation and turn an oner
ous job into fun. Surround yourself with enthusiastic,

Eliminate or delegate activities and responsibilities that
ing balance.
Let go of mental limitations such as the idea that you
must solve other people's problems for them, or that you

can be all things to all people. Leam that you do not have

motivated people, and you'll feel motivated too.
Don't get overwhelmed. Instead, get over your shy

to be perfect. You do not necessarily have to meet the expec
tations of others, unless it is to your advantage to do so.

ness. Get over the idea that you have to have all the

Don't be afraid to say no or to put some low-priority projects
on hold. Make your availability clear to others by telling

answers. Find someone who knows the ropes and ask
questions. Say things like: "Please show me how. Direct
me to a resource. What are the steps? Give me examples."
Remember, learning entails making some mistakes and

possibly perceiving yourself as awkward or inept in the
beginning. Give yourself time to achieve competence in

10

them what you will do and what you will not do. Enlist the
support and understanding of your friends and family, and
reciprocate by championing their missions, values and pri

orities as well. Motivation is a natural byproduct of the
peace that comes from honoring your own integrity.
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4Low Self-Esteem And Limiting Beliefs - "I was
happy to be elected Club President, but I'm not sure

I'm the right person for the job. Maybe I should resign."
The Emotion: Fear, dread.

4. Take care of yourself because you are worth the effort.
Get proper rest, nutrition and exercise. Take care of
your health. Cultivate supportive, loving relationships.
Assert yourself to get what you want and need from

others. Occasionally, indulge and pamper yourself.

We significantly diminish our motivation when we think

5. Refuse to mentally berate yourself. Instead, make your

we are somehow unworthy or "not good enough." We

self-talk kind, loving, tolerant and forgiving. Make up

miss out on success when limiting beliefs get in the way

your mind to be your own best friend.

and cause us to view ourselves negatively. Examples of
such beliefs are:

If these methods don't suffice, you may need more
intensive work with a psychotherapist. A good psychother

■ I really don't have what it takes.
■ I'm not smart enough (not attractive enough, not
experienced enough, etc.).
■ No one will ever want to listen to me (or vote for me,
or work for me, or like me, etc.).

apist can facilitate your understanding of the origins of lim
iting beliefs and low self-esteem, and assist you in imple
menting cognitive and behavioral methods to eliminate
the influences of the past. She or he can help you sort

through conflicting emotions, clarify values and emotional

■ 1 failed before, so I will probably fail again.

need, and devise solutions to problems. A psychotherapist

■ I'm too shy (or too old, or too young,or too short, or too

can even help you determine if your lack of motivation is a

fat, etc.).

■ I mustn't speak up (or call attention to myself, or

impose on others to help me, or show confusion, etc.).
■ I have to be perfect, so I must avoid situations with
the risk of mistakes or failure.

symptom of a larger problem such as depression, which

may be due to neurochemical imbalance.
Self-worth is learned and you can learn to accept and

like yourself. Your motivation will increase when you
truly believe that you are entitled to your goals and
dreams, and that you do have what it takes to get them.

Limiting beliefs are usually the products of past failure,

loss, frustration or emotional trauma. Many of them may
be the result of humiliating embarrassing or guilt-produc

SUMMING UP

ing events in childhood. These events become injunc
tions from the past, dictating to us that we cannot have

tions. Your feelings may indicate the problem that blocks

what we want and deserve.

Some limiting beliefs operate outside of conscious aware

When your motivation ebbs, take a reading on your emo
your motivation. Another way to find out is to say to your
self, "This is what I want. Now what is stopping me from get
ting it?" Pinpoint your motivation blocks. Then, keep the

expresses these beliefs. We simply feel a nagging fear or

outcome in mind,be willing to leam, plan your work around
your values and priorities, and believe in yourself. Follow

dread, or a sense of emptiness, instead of limiting belief.

these guidelines and maximize your motivation!

ness. We don't even know that a small internal voice

O

Even when we realize, intellectually, that the belief is illogi

cal, at the gut level, we may still operate as though it is true.
Here are some self-help ways to smash those limiting
beliefs and boost your self-esteem:

Judith E. Pearson. DIM. is a member of Galloping Governors
Club 8539-27 in Reston, Virginia. She is a writer, psycho
therapist and trainer.

1. Write your limiting belief in a sentence, and then
write a counter statement that expresses what you'd

WHY

rather think about yourself. Make the counter state
ment into a positive affirmation. Put the positive affir
mation on a note card and carry it with you. Memorize
the positive affirmation and say it several times a day,
until it seems familiar and true.

2. Make a list of your positive qualities and strengths.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Review the list every day. Visualize yourself engaging

MORE THAN

in activities that attest to these assets. This picture is
the image of your ideal self. Focus on this mental
image often, especially when you feel fearful.
3. Accept as a fact of life that you have inherent worth

and value as a human being. Resolve to live your
ideals, eliminate bad habits one by one, and expand
your capabilities and learnings.

DEATH ?
Web Site: http://www.twainassociates.coin/twain.htinl
Or FAX:630-665-9370 with your address for Web pages
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MEMBERSHIP BUIEDING
By Thomas Michael Aster. CTM

Broadcast stations are required to operate
in the public interest," and to fulfill that criteria,
most stations provide free air time to
various non-profit community groups.

Promote T1/
Your Club on I ¥
nearly fell out of my La-Z-Boy last
Saturday afternoon. I've been known to
leap out of my chair if the right team
scores or ifI'm running out ofpotato chips,
but falling is usually out of the question.
I was channel surfing and briefly stopped

I

ree
contact phone num
ber of a local Toast-

The tape she selected has four
different PSAs on it, allowing the

masters club appeared

station staff to choose their favorite.

on the screen - not

Two of the segments are very

to watch some poor guy trying to
give a speech. He was relatively well

my club. What! How could they do

humorous, and two are a little more

this? Our club is the best club in the

groomed and nicely dressed, but it

county. 1 mean, we're not perfect,

was obvious he'd never been to

we could use a few more members,

serious. Anyway, Russell contacted
the local cable company to find out
who was in charge of PSAs. Not sur

Toastmasters. "I, uh, thought I'd
start with a little joke," he said, just
before he knocked the microphone
off the lectern. It was soon apparent
that he'd forgotten his opening
joke. He continued, while mopping

but we're good. Who did this club
think they were, getting on the air

take care of: forms to fill out, a sam

his brow, "The farmer said, no the
doctor, said ... I mean the chicken

said ..." This guy was funny (1 real

ly hoped he was trying to be funny).

and telling people how to get in

ple to be submitted, etc. But she

touch with them. And how did they

stuck with it and a few weeks later

get on TV anyway?

the PSA aired for the first time. And

After some investigation, 1 dis
covered that the club did not, in

guess what? The cable company's
PSA person is now a member of her

fact, own its own television studio

Toastmasters club! Seems she didn't

and cable company. The club's Vice
President Public Relations, Kathy

him on Toastmasters.

A few moments later he faded from

Russell, had asked the local cable

the screen and a voice said, "Call

Toastmasters, the public speaking

company to air a public service
announcement(PSA)she had bought

support group." Then the name and

from Toastmasters International.

12

prisingly, there was some red-tape to
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just ask him to air the PSA; she sold
In the United States, all radio
and TV stations operate under pro

visions of licenses granted by the
Federal Communications Commis-

to operate "in the public interest,"

you really need to contact. Good
thing you're a Toastmaster and- can

and to fulfill that criteria, most sta

schmooze right through this!

sion. Broadcast stations are required

tions provide free air time (however
brief) to various non-profit commu
nity groups. This is not something
they're required to do, but most do.
Outside the United States many sta

tions and systems also air PSAs.
Can you do this? Of course! Since
television coverage in our area had
been taken care of by that other
club, I decided to go after the radio
market. Regardless of media type,
this strategy should work:

■ Describe the spots as education
al, not promotional. Toastmasters

has been providing this service for
nearly 75 years!

■ If possible, arrange a time to
screen the videotape or listen to
the audio tape with the station

■ Present your idea to someone

personnel.

It's possible that a member of your

who is already sold on Toastmasters.
club or another local club is in

■ Make sure you provide some
basic information

volved in the industry in some way.

about Toast-

masters to the person in charge.
■ Emphasize that Toastmasters is a
non-profit educational organization
dedicated to making the world (and

That's what 1 did, and now,

besides seeing that other club's pro
motion on television, 1 occasionally
hear my own club's public service
announcement on the radio. Guess

your community) a better place.

what? Seems other people also lis

with the Public Service Director or

You'll be more likely to receive air

ten to the radio. We've had four

Program Manager. Larger stations or

time if you sell this message.

guests in two weeks as a result. O

■ Call to make an appointment

cable systems may have a Director of
Public Affairs or Director of Com

■ Determine exactly what media

munity Services. Since you can't be

format the station will need. Toast-

Thomas Michael Aster. CTM. is a member

sure of the organization, you may

masters International has common

have to fish a little to find out whom

video and audio formats available.

of Rancho Speechmasters Club 9113-F
in Rancho Santa Margarita, Califomia.

PSA's For TV
and Radio:

You Can Do It Too!

Four public service announcements

■ Corporate Appeal - A smartly dressed

This tape is available In several

for television broadcast are avail

business executive says that communi
cation is the key to success, then

formats; 3/4" video cassette(NTSC),

able from World Headquarters on

one tape. Here's a description of
each announcement:

Toastmasters: "Speaking doesn't

porate ladder.

quarters for pricing and shipping
Information.

■ Personal Growth - Speaker, author
and talkshow host Les Brown convinc

PSA'S FOR RADIO

ingly tells viewers that if they are to

Five outstanding PSAs on one tape.
Themes are: Talking to a Brick

achieve their potential and live their

have to be a death sentence, con

dreams, they must have confidence In

tact Toastmasters."

their abilities - and Toastmasters train

ing is a great way to accomplish this.
■ Bad Speech - Have you ever
watched a speaker and cringed at

NTSC), and PAL (72"), Contact the
Orders Department at World Head

■ The Execution - Humorously high

lights the fear of public speaking
experienced by many people, then
encourages the viewer to join

Betacam (Beta SP), VHS (7z"

explains that Toastmasters can give
you the edge you need to climb the cor

Each announcement is approximate

Wall?; Education; Success; Live
Your Dreams; and Fear of Speak

ing. Each announcement Is approx
imately 30 seconds long and lets
you add information specific to

his/her mistakes or bumbling?
Viewers will laugh, sympathize and

ly 30 seconds long, and Includes a

your club or district at the end.

buffer that allows Information specific to

laugh again - then be encouraged

your club or district to be added at the

Available In two formats; 7'h" per
second reel tape and standard

to join Toastmasters.

end of the message.

audio cassette.
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MANNER OF SPEAKING
By Nigel Rees

Shaw. Churchill, Wilde, Lincoln

Quote..

and Twain are fixed in the popular
mind as practically the sole source
of witty and quotable sayings.

44

Ijnquote
Ithink it was George Bernard Shaw who said ''Only fools use
quotations/' In fact, I know it wasn't George Bernard Shaw
who said that. I am merely following the custom adopted by
so many who are called upon to speak or write. The names
Oscar Wilde, Winston Churchill, Mark Twain, Abraham

Lincoln (and for a period, not so long ago, Orson Welles) may
be substituted for Shaw's, but the form remains the same.

Law, but there is a subtle differ

ence. Whereas quotations

with an apothegmatic feel
are normally ascribed to
Shaw, those with a more

grandiose or belligerent tone

are almost automatically credited to
Churchill, All quotations in transla
tion, on the other hand, should be

attributed to Goethe (with the quali
fier "I think" obligatory).
Shaw, Churchill, Wilde, Lincoln
and Twain are, in fact, fixed in the

popular mind as practically the sole
source of witty and quotable say
ings, But what is alarming is the
way in which almost any remark
not obviously tied to some other
originator will one day find itself
attributed to one of these five.

An item in the first of my Quote
Notice particularly the use of "I
think." This is inserted to give the
speaker the air of someone who is

familiar with everything worth

quoting but does not wish to appear
too effortlessly knowledgeable. In

all probability the speaker had no
idea that Shaw, Wilde, Churchill,
Lincoln, Twain or Welles had ever

said any such thing until, shortly
before standing up to speak, he
opened a dictionary of quotations.
No matter. He decided to start

with a quotation in order to lend his
theme dignity and inflate himself

uttered anything remotely similar,
it is possible to get away with quot
ing remarks he never made.
Hence, my First Law of Quota
tion: "When in doubt, ascribe all

... Unquote books gave rise to an
example of pseudo-Churchillian
Drift which did not - unusually involve any of the Big Five. I had
included a remark noted down after

quotations to George Bernard
Shaw." The law's first qualification
is: "Except when they obviously
derive from Shakespeare, the Bible
or Kipling." The corollary is: "In

not appear in the play's printed text:
"Sidney and Beatrice Webb - two of

time, all humorous remarks will be

the nicest people if ever there was

ascribed to Shaw, whether he said

one." Imagine

them or not."

when I came across this line, subse

nett's play Forth Years On. I empha
size "noted down" because it does

my amusement

notoriously lax about quoting and

quently, in someone else's antholo
gy attributed to Arnold Bennett.

attributing remarks correctly, as evi
denced by an analogous process 1 shall

Clearly, the second anthologist
either misread his own handwriting

ever. He is an OK name to quote. So

call Churchillian Drift, The Drift is

or he was afflicted with an attack of

much so that even if G.B.S. never

almost indistinguishable from the First

Churchillian Drift. "Somehow," he

with

a

whiff of erudition. The

choice of Shaw is instructive, how

14
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tive

who asserted

that even

if

Churchill had expressed the senti
ment about either gentleman, he had
been taking unto himself a phrase
originated by J.B. Morton, alias
"Beachcomber." Without re-reading
the whole of Beachcomber - a pleas

ant enough task, to be sure - I am
unable to say if this is so. But it seems

quite feasible, even if that would
make it more a case of Churchillian
Grab than Churchillian Drift.
It stands to reason that when a

hon mot is first uttered, a lot

depends on the hearing
and memory of those
present- or the truth
fulness and accuracy

of the person who
disseminates his own

bon mots.(Oscar Wilde
was a dab hand at this,
so they say.) Yet even

may have thought to himself, "this
unfamiliar line needs to be ascribed

when words are actually

sure you are that
you have attri

broadcast on radio or televi

sion, error is likely to creep in.

to someone rather more venerable

buted a quota

(and more dead) than Alan Bennett.

In fact, strictly speaking, one
ought to append to every quotation
a covering note of deliberate and

Churchill, Wilde and Twain, to boot.)

tion correctly, an earlier source will
be pointed out to you."
For example, in that first Quote
... Unquote book (1978) I also stated
that Somerset Maugham took the

Incidentally, quite how Orson

title of his novel Cakes and Ale from

this ... 1 am merely suggesting

Welles found his way into the pan

Shakespeare's Twelfth Night. In no

that sources would support the view

theon, I'm not so sure. Because of

time at all, I received a letter from a

that old what's-his-name is one of a

his Faistaffian stature? In 1977,
Kenneth Williams, the late comic

reader pointing out that the phrase

number of possible options as to
who might have been associated

What could be more appropriate
than to stick it on Artwld Bennett?"

(who is a contemporary of Shaw,

occurs in a papyrus dated circa

vague periphrasis: "1 am not saying
it was Shaw/Wilde/Twain who said

actor, appeared on the radio Quote

l,0(X)-900 B.C.: "Grant ye cakes and

with the above remark at one time

... Unquote program and told how
Welles had said of Donny Osmond,
then a prominent pop star, "He has
Van Gogh's ear for music." In fact it
was Billy Wilder who had said this
about Cliff Osmond - an actor who
appeared in a number of Wilder's

ale and oxen and feathered fowl to

or another."

films and had then been asked to

put you right about it. Again in my
first Quote ... Unquote book, I
included Churchill's description of

sing for the first time. But behold
the process at work: Welles is still,
to the general public, a better
known film director than Wilder;

Osiris." I was duly mortified - but 1
have a suspicion that Maugham did
Even when a quotation has
become firmly yoked to a particular
source, there is always someone to

sheep's clothing." Later I discovered
that Churchill himself had correct
ed this - he claimed he had said it

Second Law of Quotation: "However

Nigel Rees is the author of more than

.30 books on quotations and lan
guage. He is editor of the Quote ...
Unquoti^ Newsletter and originator
and host of the BBC radio program
with the same name.

Clement Attlee as "a sheep in

known than poor Cliff.
too aware that I am open to my own

o

n't know about that either.

Donny Osmond is much better
Having written all this, I am only

1 look forward to this catching on.

about Ramsay MacDonald (rather
more to the point, be it said). Then
along came another phrase-detec

This article originally appeared in
the April 1993 Quote ... Unquote
Newsletter. For a sample issue of the
newsletter, contact The Executive

Speaker at Box 292437, Dayton,
Ohio 45429 or call (937) 294-8493.
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ILLUSTRATION BY JONATHAN EVANS

BY ALAN M. PERIMAN, Ph.D.

Finding the
ightning
EJords fl s Labels
"The difference hetvt'een the aimost rif>ht wnrd and the
right word is really a large matter- 'tis the difference
between the lightning-bug and the lightning."
- MARK TWAIN

In a successful speech, each word is the right word -

but since practical advice is the point here, I'll skip right
to the bottom line: With the possible exception of words
that sound like the things they name (e.g., meow, crash,
gurgle), there is no necessary connection between a
name and a thing. The only "correct" word for some

1. They label. They refer to (or point to, or symbolize)
reality - that is, the world outside of language.

thing is the word that people agree to use for that thing.
Part of what's involved in knowing a language is being
able to match up the world of language (words) with the
world of experience (reality) in pretty much the same
way other speakers of that language do.
On the face of it, that seems pretty simple and clearcut. But the minute we look at how it actually works in
practice, two problems quickly become apparent.
The first labeling problem is that some words we use
don't symbolize a reality that everyone will agree on.

2. They express judgments. They convey the writer's

Thus, words like God, angel, Satan and reincarnation

feelings about and evaluations of the reality they

may have very powerful and immediate meaning for

symbolize.

some people - and none at all for others. We won't be
dealing with this problem here, because it has more to

the word that does exactly what you want it to do,
and nothing else.

But what do you want it to do? To answer that question,
we have to ask another: What do words do? Words have

three functions(and one word can perform all three);

3. They express "distance." They tell the audience
whether the writer considers the communication to

be public or private, and they signal that writer and
audience are members of the same in-group.
In this article, I'm going to focus on the first item, labeling.
WHY YOU CANT TELL ITLIKEITIS'

do with people's beliefs about what's real and what isn't
than with the nature and process of communication.
The second problem is that people disagree about the
match-up of labels to things. These disagreements center
around the question of what properties the thing has to
have before we can properly attach the name to it. It's a
problem of classification. My wife tells me she wants to

Philosophers, linguists and psychologists have done a

buy a leather jacket. 1 envision an outer garment that

mountain of research on how words symbolize reality.

comes down to the waist - like my own - but she

16
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informs me that women's "jackets" may go down as far
as the knees.

If we can have communication problems with everyday
items like jackets, just think what happens when we try to

result is a lot of conflict between people, who all think
they are "telling it like it is."
The fact is that none of us can "tell it like it is" or

decide what is "moral," "true," "democratic" or "obscene"

"cali a spade a spade." People who insist that you do that
are saying nothing more than "Use a label that 1 like -

- when we try to use labels to classify experiences that

and then we'll be friends."

vary widely and cause strong emotions in us, and when

Of course, in the vast majority of cases, people do
agree; if they didn't, communication would be even

we try to get others to agree with our classifications. The

The Toastmaster ■ January 1996
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'iS:
harder than it is. But in a great many other cases, word
choice is crucial. You can say, "We're downsizing the sales
force and consolidating our manufacturing operations,"
or you can say, "We're firing a lot of salespeople and
closing some of our plants." There are definite reasons for
picking one over the other. (Actually, I'm not too fond of
either, but sometimes the reality is there, and you have to
talk about it somehow).

your audience sees it, you suffer the consequences. But if

you know your audience well enough, you can anticipate
their reaction - you'll know what labels they're likely to
take issue with - and you'll explain and defend your word
choices as accordingly.
That doesn't necessarily mean you'll devote a sentence
or a paragraph to explaining why you used this or that
particular word (although that may sometimes be
required). Much more often, we anticipate our audience's
objections, and we employ little words and phrases that
either "hedge" our choice of labels or "push" the audi

WHAT THE DICTIONARY' DOES
At this point, you might be wondering whether you can't
just go to the dictionary to find out what a word "really
means." Sorry, but that's not the way it works. Still, if you
understand what a dictionary does, you'll be in a much
better position to use it effectively.
In the first place, there's no such thing as "the dictio
nary." There are dozens of them on the market, and they dif

If you think your audience might have a problem with a
label you've chosen, you might want to consider using a
"hedge-word" like "technically," "strictly speaking" or "in

fer among themselves - as you can readily see if you go to a

a sense."

bookstore and compare two definitions of the same word.
Second, meanings are constantly shifting, so a later
edition of the same dictionary can give you different

When we say that a tomato,"strictly speaking," is a fmit,
we're showing that we're aware that different purposes

information.

Third, the labeling process - the attaching of words to

ence to accept it.

ANTICIPATING OBJECTIONS TO A WORD CHOICE:"HEDGING"

entail different ways of classifying things - in this case "sci
entific" versus "everyday." Here we and our audience are on
common ground because we all know what the different

classes of things - depends not only on "must have" qual

classification systems are, even though most of us would be

ities ("jacket" must refer to a garment for the upper part

hard-put to explain exactly how a tomato is a fmit.

of the body), but also on those slippery "nice to have"
qualities as well (a jacket may or may not be an outer gar
ment; it may reach to the waist (men's outer garment] or
to the knees [women's]). Dictionaries do mention and

Strictly speaking, they weren't fired.
Technically, he didn't break the rules,
Their opinion is, in a sense, irrelevant.

describe these, but that still leaves the boundaries vague as indeed they are in actual language usage.
Nevertheless, a dictionary is an essential tool. Think of
it as a collection of correspondences or match-ups. It
reports - and to some degree decides - what words, as of
the date of publication, have equivalent meanings (that is,
what words are symbols for the same reality). It also tells
you what words have partially equivalent meanings, and

it explains the ways in which those meanings overlap.

In the above phrases, we're hedging our labels by
implying that there's another, equally legitimate classifi
cation - which we either spell out or leave to the audi
ence's imagination.

In the first example, the writer could be saying that
they weren't "fired" because nobody terminated their

employment abruptly and without warning. It's just that
their contracts weren't renewed or their positions were
eliminated. But these events could still be classified as

SUMMARY: LABELING AND CLASSIFYING
To sum up, then, the symbolic process works like this:

"firing," because the core, must-have segment of the

Words and phrases represent reality in ways that are
understood and agreed upon by speakers of a language.

erally, by the employer - is still there. Technically,

That's part of what it means to "know a language." So a
writer's decision to use a particular word is in fact a deci
sion to classify a certain piece of reality - to put it in the
group that deserves this particular label - on the basis of
its characteristics.

TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES
When you understand how words name things, you can
see that choosing one word over another is a game of
"truth or consequences": If you fail to tell "the truth" as

18
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word's meaning - that employment is terminated unilat
though, they weren't fired.

"Basically" and "essentially" are two other popular
hedge-words. Their meaning is "this is all the information

that I am able (or willing) to present at the moment; any
thing I may have left out doesn't really matter."
Here's my advice on using hedge-words: Since all
hedge-words imply a writer's decision about how a name

is to be attached to a given piece of reality, be sure your
audience will accept your decisions. If they're not on the

same wavelength, you have to be prepared to defend your
hedgings (as with the "firing" example above).

ANTICIPATING OBJECTIONS TO A WORD CHOICE;"PUSHING"
"Push-words," as the name implies, urge the audience to
accept the writer's word-to-thing connections. There are
four categories, one of them negative.

true; truly; truth
1, fact(ual); in (point of) fact
real(ly); actual(ly)

These put the writer's stamp of approval on his/her
own labelings of reality. That's really true. (See? 1 just
pushed you to accept my last statement). And the more
you use them, the harder you're pushing.
clear(ly)
L. eviclent(ly)

obvious(ly)
These push-words reinforce the writer's observations or
conclusions. They say, "This is clear to me - and therefore
to any other intelligent, right-thinking person." Obvi
ously (get it?), they're great favorites of any writer or
speaker whose conclusions aren't backed by hard evi
dence or solid reasoning processes.

These negative push-words are signs that a writer or
speaker disagrees with a label.
Here's how they work: The shorthand way to refer to a
name-thing connection is to use am/are/is/was/were. So
when we say "This is an outrage," we're saying, in effect,
"The conventional name for this event - and countless

others like it - is outrage." But "so-called" or "supposed"
before a word or phrase delivers a very powerful negative
message: "This is not really [note the push-word] an out

rage. I (the speaker/writer) disagree with and reject the
word, because it doesn't name the thing accurately or
appropriately."
Once you've begun to memorize your speech, start
thinking about the "content" words in your text (that is,
the words that actually mean something, as opposed to
words like if, but and although, which tell us what role a
word plays in the sentence or what its relationship is to
some other word). If you've started with a script, you

might even highlight them so you can examine them,
one by one, in the light of the information in this article.
Make sure your audience will agree with the labels

you've assigned. Push and hedge if you need to, but don't
overdo it. If you think your listeners won't accept your
word choice, either explain it or check your dictionary for

J practically
virtually

an acceptable alternative.

The message of these two words is "If there's any way
in which the word 1 used seems not to apply to this real
ity, it's irrelevant; it doesn't matter." Observe a few cases
of virtually or practically in action, and you'll see how
neatly writers use them to slide past situations in which
someone else might call them on their word choice.

O

Alan M. Perlman. Ph.D. is Director of Executive Communi

cations at Kraft Foods in Northfield, Illinois. He has a doc

torate in linguistics and is the author of three books on
writing. This article is adapted from his latest book. Writing

so-called

Great Speeches: Professional Techniques You C.an Use, available

H, supp05ed(ly)
putative(ly)

from Toastmasters International. Material used with per
mission of the publisher, Allyn & Bacon.

Ule'ue Captured the Essence of Public Speaking

Toastmasters International is proud to
present the 10-volume Essence of
Public Speaking book series,

produced in conjunction with Allyn & i
Bacon.The following five *
tides are now available, with an
additional five scheduled for release

during 1998. Each book is $12 plus
shipping, available from World
Headquarters at (714) 858-8255.

Writing Great Speeches; Professional Techniques
You Can Use; Alan Perlman; B 915

Speaking You Way to the Top: Making Powerful
Business Presentations; Marjorie Bro(iy;li 916

Speaking for Profit and Pleasure: Making the
Platform Work for You; IViillam D.Thompson;B 917

Using Stories and Humor — Grab Your Audience;
Joanna Campbell
918
TechEdge: Using Computers to Present and
Persuade; William J. Ringle; B 919
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By Patricia Ball. CSRCPAE

Watch
What You
In recent years, there has been a dispute surrounding the ver

Don

acity of Albert Mehrabian's studies suggesting that 55 percent
of the meaning in our communication is visual, 38 percent of
what we say is how we say it, and only seven percent is conveyed
via the words only. However, when considering everything con
nected to a person visually, as well as an individual's vocal

selves and other people. If you can

nuances, most would agree that nonverbal communication is

aware of how others think and feel,

You cannot not communicate.

Each of us is a transmitter that can't

be shut off. We all are constantly
sending nonverbal clues about our

detect these signals, you'll be more
and you'll be better able to respond

a powerful tool indeed. Under

standing how to "read" other peo
ple and how to make correct
counter moves will help you create
a desired outcome. If you are
unaware of what's happening and
how to respond, you can muddle
the communications.

The three major categories of
nonverbal communication are:

1) Paralanguage - the vocal part of
speech and its nuance

2) Kineslcs - the study of the body's
physical movements

20

3) Proxemics - a person's perception
of space.
In this article, I'll explore only one
of those categories, kineslcs. I can't
promise that understanding body
language will make you rich, sexy or
charming, but I can guarantee that

correctly reading silent signals will

to their behavior.

According to legend, President
Roosevelt, a firm believer in non
verbal communication, decided to

have some fun one evening at a
social event. In response to each
person who shook hands with him

and said, "Good evening, Mr. Presi
dent, how are you sir?" Roosevelt

make you a better communicator
and a more understanding human
being. However, while some body lan

fine, thank you, I just murdered my

guage is clearly understandable, there
are many gray areas where any move

reacted to his comment! It's doubt

ment can have several interpretations.

ful they even heard it.
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responded warmly with a pleasant
smile and a firm handshake, "I'm

mother-in-law." Not one person

depressed, put a spring in your gait,

distant land used the "thumb-touch-

even when the words contradict it.

quicken your step, lift your stom

ing-index-finger" sign known in the

Because body language usually is

ach, chest and rib cage, hold your
head erect and smile. This positive

United States to mean "Everything is
OK!" He was in for a surprise. In that

People believe body language

unconscious, it's the most honest

country this particular signal

form of communication we

use. Body language transmits
feelings; verbal communica
tion

transmits

words

and

thoughts. At times understand

ing the wants and feelings of

''While some body language is clearly
understandable, there are many
gray areas where any movement can
have several interpretations."

others is far more important

than understanding their words. For
example, did you know that the

pupils of our eyes communicate?
When we are excited or particularly
interested in something, the pupils of

our eyes increase in size. A good sales
person can increase profits by being
aware of pupil dilation!
People don't usually pay atten
tion to body language until a speak

physical action will most likely help
you fell less dejected. Excellent pos

known character Uriah Heep from

this gesture.

Dickens'

novel

David

Copperfield shows meekness with
Making a steeple of your fingers

and jutting chin.

Generally speaking, people who

communicates confidence - even

walk rapidly and swing their arms

smugness,

freely tend to be goal oriented. Those
who habitually shuffle along with

Authority figures such as doctors,

their hands in their pockets and sel
dom look where they are going tend

often use the steepling gesture.

egotism

or

pride.

managers and religious leaders
Clasping your hands behind your
head also suggests authority. Again,
this gesture is seen frequently
among managers and high-level
executives.

guilty or self-conscious. Raised

Hands on hips with feet spread
apart indicates defiance or aggres

shoulders denote fear or tension.

sion. It also can be seen by someone

Squared shoulders suggest strength

as making a power play. And open

or responsibility.
When two people adopt similar
sitting positions, mirror images, the

ly associated with sincerity and

nonverbal message communicates
harmony and agreement. The non

People often assume that crossing
your arms in front of your chest is a

verbal statement is, "1 think like

defensive gesture. It often is, but it
can have many other meanings.

One could be afraid, submissive,

Actors are taught that there are

plation. A common sign of
anxiety is hand-wringing. The well-

jected power with his erect carriage

Stooped or bowed shoulders
usually mean something negative.

POSTURE communicates emotion.

ings: Resting your hand on
your chin suggests contem

Charles

secretive.

So be sure your message is consis
tently congruent with your body
language cues.

Here are a few other ges
tures and their usual mean

ture suggests power. Even from a
wheelchair, President Roosevelt pro

to be depressed, insecure, critical or

er's words and movements conflict.

had an obscene meaning.

you" or "I'm with you." Any abrupt
postural shift during the encounter

hands is the movement most readi

openness.

Making a judgment based on a single
gesture can be hazardous. Standing

two body postures: rising/approach

means that the communication

ing and sinking/withdrawing. Rising

flow has altered.

with the arms crossed is more com

energy is reflected in a lift of the

fortable than many other positions,

body, ebbing energy is illustrated by
a drooping body. Upward move
ment is associated with life: a grow

Leaning forward shows intensity
in the other person and confidence
in yourself. This is a particularly
important nonverbal cue for power

ing plant, a young child, a person of

ful communication.

vigor. Downward movement is
related to death, the sick, the weary,
the discouraged.
This fundamental rising/sinking
action is usually motivated by our
thoughts and emotions. However,
it's possible to change a feeling by
changing our posture and appear
ance. On a day when you're feeling

Gestures have many different

it can mean "I'm cold!" or it can be

an attempt to respect another's per
sonal space. Beware of judging any
one's movements based on a single

gesture. Look for clusters of gestures
when reading body language.

widely from culture to cnilture. One

Handshaking is an art. A proper
handshake can make people more
willing to listen to you. Learn all the
nuances of this powerful tool. A
person who extends only the four
fingers on the hand to be shaken

American salesperson traveling in a

often is reticent and standoffish.

meanings depending on the
circumstances. The hand gesture is
the basic form of human expression
and a true index of the mind. The

meaning of hand-gestures vary
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Then there is the handshake in

which the other person's hand is on
top, palm down, forcing you to turn
your palm upwards. If the person on
top has a very dominant handshake,

he or she may be out for your job or your wife or husband. But if the

dominant handshaker is a woman, it

might simply be a feminine gesture
left over from the days when a man
kissed a woman's extended hand.
The handshake in which the shaker

envelopes your hand with both of his

Facial expressions are impor

that person a chance to collect her

tion to the person's eyes. Glancing

thoughts and gain control. So be

upward and blinking rapidly can
mean the person is seriously consider
ing your proposition. If he looks you
straight in the eye in a pleasant man
ner without trying to stare you down,

sure to smile when pleased, not to

he is probably interested. If the per
son refuses to look at you directly or

shake. It is meant
to show warmth

and friendliness.

Be careful about judging some
one based on their flaccid, deadfish

handshake. There may be mitigat

taken seriously.

HEAD-TILTING can be signifi

shifty-eyed) beware - it is possible he

ity. Rotating your head downward

will be shifty in
his verbal commu

suggests submission or "hanging
your head in shame." Tilting your

nication as well.

head away during a discussion can

It can be sincere

the truth.

please. If you smile inappropriately
or continuously, you risk not being

cant. Rotating your head upward
can be an attempt to claim superior

''Be sure your message is
consistently congruent with
your body language cues."

or convey great insincerity. Only fur
ther in-depth conversation will tell

likely hiding true feelings or giving

drops his eyes (hence the expression

is known as the

ix)litician's hand

any and every occasion, that smile is

tant as well. When trying to per
suade someone, pay particular atten

Of course, the per

indicate disagreement; tilting it

son may be shy or

toward the speaker communicates

hard of hearing or

careful attention and agreement.

come from a culture where direct eye
contact is a sign of disrespect - there
could be many explanations.
When trying to remember some
thing, people will tend to raise their
brows - as if trying to see it - and

Is

nonverbal

communication

important? You bet! An in-depth
understanding of nonverbal behav

ior will give you an edge in your
communications with others. This

knowledge will help you better
understand hidden messages. It will

ing circumstances: Maybe he has
arthritis, or perhaps she is an athlete

close their eyes. Once the idea is

add clarity to your interactions. And

who is concerned about hurting

accepted or understood, their heads

your hand. Moreover, musicians,

will nod affirmatively and their eyes

it will enable you to be more per
suasive in general by responding

surgeons and artists may be protec

will open wide.

appropriately to what others tell

when rejecting an idea, they will

tive of their hands.

As a rule, match the pressure used
by the other handshaker. Also, as

SMIl.lN(i is the most universally

you greet someone, look into her

guage. A smile usually says, "1 like

eyes and try to remember their

you." It can be a wonderful source
of communication, or It can be a

color. This direct eye contact occur
ring simultaneously with the hand

shake communicates honesty.

understood item of body lan

career or self-improvement
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TOPICAL TIPS
By Mark Majcher. ATM

Toastmasters Share Their Lessons Learned

Let's Get Organized
uch of the ''out of control'' feelings we face in our daily
activities could be self-imposed. It has been shown that
becoming more organized can help reduce stress, To that end,
here are some tips from readers:
■ Our weaknesses provide the doorway to growth. While it is
wonderful to bask in the bounty of compliments, only by
acknowledging and challenging our problems can we improve.
Feedback on my first speeches was overwhelmingly positive, with

only two vaguely critical comments about my hands. A few
phone calls made me realize that I had a distracting habit of
clenching my hands. Correcting this helped bring recent feedback
such as "biggrowth" and "a major shift." Thanks, Toastmasters!

bite." This technique helps me quickly
focus my thoughts and deliver key phras
es and gestures in a concise manner.
KEN JENKINS • BOISE, IDAHO

■ WheneverIfeel that the speech Idelivered
was not up to my own standards ofexcellence, I revise it using die
feedback given and then Igo to another club to re-deliver it. I feel
more confident the second time around:I have the chance to make
marked improvements and I learn from another set ofevaluators.
PEGGY NAGLE • WATERLOO, ONTARIO, CANADA

■ To allay the panic accompanying the task offilling the func
tion of Table Topics Master, maintain a file of various topics

■ Until last year I always tried to give my speech "correctly,"
to memorize it perfectly and have no grammatical errors. This
sometimes made me feel too pressured. I changed my method
recently. Even if I make some mistakes, I think it is more
important to get my idea across to the audience. I now enjoy
our meetings much more than before.

that lend themselves to impromptu speaking. For instance, a

MISAO INUZUKA • NAGOYA CITY, JAPAN

recent issue of The Toastmaster magazine had an article on
trite, redundant phrases. This article, plus several other phrases
it brought to my mind, now resides in my file ready to provide
a starting point for my next Table Topics assignment.

■ For me, creating a set ofgestures is a two-step process. FirstI
write out the speech and give it a strong reading into a tape

JOHN MCCAULEY • SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

NORA CONDRA, CTM • DALLAS, TEXAS

■ Expand your vocabulary. The Toastmasters Supply Catalog
offers several books on speaking and vocabulary. By expanding our
vocabularies we become more effective communicators. My
favorite resource is Reader's Digest magazine. Its monthly feature
"It Pays to Enrich Your Word Power" is an excellent way to learn
new words that can help make presentations more vivid. The quar
terly feature "The Verbal Edge" points out common grammatical
errors used in everyday speech and offers the correct rendering,
along with a method ofremembering what is correct.
MARK L. BROWN, ATM • MT. VERNON, NEW YORK

■ To me, you can'tpamper visitors too much.Lend diem your man
ual ifthey sit next to you so they can follow die speech being given.
MARGARET FINUCANE • NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA

recorder. I then play back the talk and perform the gestures while
listening to the sound of my voice. This helps me integrate my
gestures better as I break up the process into smaller steps.
ED LAMONT, ATM • PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

■ I encourage all Toastmasters to find a mentor, get to know
him/her well and keep the relationship going. My mentors are

among my best friends and without a doubt, they have been
instrumental in my success.
PATRICK G. POLCIN, DTM • RACINE, WISCONSIN

Share with us that favorite tip, strategy or action

that has made you a more effective commimicator.
Entries may be edited for clarity and length.
Send to:

Mark Majcher

"Topical Tips"
1255 Walnut Court

■ When speaking during Table Topics, imagine you are in
front of a television camera for your "moment offame." Treat
the one to two minutes not as a short speech, but as a "sound

Rockledge, FL 32955

or E-Mail: mark.majcher@spacey.net
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Beating the
Battle with

Procrastination

I

The celebrated Spanish composer Manuel de
Falla was devastated when he received the

news about painter Ignacio Zuloga. Deeply

the art of keeping up with yesterday," declared American
poet and playwright Don Marquis. The problem with
procrastination is that it leaves a person locked in the

past. There is no evolution or growth. "Procrastination

distressed over his friend's death, Falla lamented:
''What a pity! He died before I answered his

slams the brakes on the wheels of progress. It chews up
goals and aspirations and spits out frustration, anger and

letter, which he sent me five years ago."

Stop Procrastinating. "You can see its damaging effects in
people who stay too long in the wrong job or wrong rela

despair," writes James R. Sherman, Ph.D., in his book

tionship. You can see it in people who refuse to deal

At one time or another, most people are guilty of pro
crastination. However, for many, procrastination runs

with their abuse of diets, drugs (including alcohol), or
tobacco. And you can see it in people who avoid arduous

through their lives like an epidemic with an appalling

tasks and unpleasant confrontations until it's too late to

number of things never attempted and others half-done.

take effective action."

Incredibly, some people die prematurely because they
put off seeing the doctor about a heart pain or a growing
lump. Other people never earn coveted promotions

■ Take the plunge. Stop procrastinating today. Immed
iately make the commitment to begin doing things you've

because they miss too many important work deadlines,

been postponing. Remind yourself that this minute is the

quotas and meetings. Left unchallenged, procrastination

it is not merely a harmless habit, but an attitude that sti

best time to stop procrastinating. Tell yourself that today is
the day you take off, step out, set sail, break camp, make
tracks. If you have been wanting to send a letter, get out pen
and paper. If you have been needing to prepare a report,
block off time and do it before you go to bed. If you have
been intending to read a book, get your copy and start now.
If you have been promising yourself to start an exercise pro
gram, then do a few sit-ups or walk around the block today.
If you have been considering a diet, make a saiad right now
for your next meal. Do not allow yourself to accept any

fles personal and professional growth. "Procrastination is

excuses for not acting today. Remember the wisdom of this

can deteriorate life, damage relationships, destroy careers
and dash dreams. Yet, the practice of putting off until
tomorrow is just a bad habit, and as such, can easily be

changed. Here are effective strategies for beating the bat
tle with procrastination:

■ Understand what's wrong with procrastinating.
Begin conquering procrastination by understanding that

24
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Middle Eastern proverb: "Do
today what you want to post

pone till tomorrow." By end
ing your procrastination habit

today, you will not only feel
better about yourself; you will
also find it easier to complete
your tasks tomorrow.
\ .\

■ Set realistic goals. Many
honest plans are immediate
ly ruined because the goals

f

are too vast and unrealistic.

?■

It is hard to become motivat

I

ed when goals are set too

high. Unrealistic goals lead
to quick discouragement
and easy defeat.
Most tasks are better ac

complished when they are

A

r.

broken into smaller, more

manageable steps. Success
comes from using small daily
goals to reach big, long-range
ones. Today Susan Powter is

a popular fitness author and
TV celebrity. However, a few

years ago she weighed 260
pounds and felt extremely
unhappy with her life. After

trying desperately to lose
weight via various diet pro

grams, Powter eventually lost
130 pounds and transformed
herself. Powter's secret: She

set smaller, more realistic

goals she knew she could
achieve. "The first time I

tried an aerobics class, when

I was 260 pounds, I left in
tears. All those thin gorgeous

A

women in fabulous workout

clothes - doing exercises that

my body couldn't do at that
weight," she recalls.
Rather than plunge into
another heavy exercise pro

gram, Powter set smaller
goals for herself. "My big fit
ness breakthrough came the

s

1

day I took my two little boys
outside, sat them under a

tree in the front yard and
walked a half-block. That
was how far I could walk

UUl

#

until one of my kids crawled
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away from the tree. I turned around and picked up the
baby, put him back under the tree and walked another
half-block. I kept this up until I'd walked for 30 minutes,
a half-block at a time. 1 started feeling less exhausted that
same day - because I'd given my body what it needed at
a level it could handle."

■ Declare a position quickly. Your ability to complete a

task or overcome an issue will be greatly enhanced when
you share you commitment with supportive people. A
public declaration of a private commitment increases
your energy and motivation. It will also bring support
and encouragement from others. "Declaring a position to

other key people in your life and committing publicly
■ Expect some difficulties. Changing deeply established
patterns will take time and effort. Don't expect too much
too soon. Anticipate some hard times.

To avoid becoming discouraged and
frustrated when rewards do not mate

rialize quickly, remember you will
have to apply the self-discipline nec
essary to keep moving forward. A per

becomes a contract that elevates internal and external

performance expectations," notes management psycholo
gist Dr. G. Eric Allenbaugh in his book
Wakeiip Calls. "Marriage ceremonies.
''Remind yourself that Alcoholics
Anonymous and weight loss
programs often tap into the power of
this minute is the
public pronouncements to assist indi
viduals in accomplishing goals. Often,

sistent and disciplined approach pro

best time to stop

duces the desired results, insists Irwin
C. Hansen, CEO of Porter Memorial

procrastinating. Tell

Hospital in Denver, Colorado. Hansen,

who has gained a reputation for fum
ing aroimd under-performing hospi
tals, explains: "All you need is a big
pot of glue. You smear some on your
chair and some on the seat of your
pants, you sit down, and you stick
with every project until you've done
the best you can do."

yourself that today is

the day you take off,
step out, set sail, break
camp, make tracks."

other people will introduce resources
that augment our own and assist in

making a difference."
■ Visualize your completed goals.
Commitment is heightened and

determination reinforced when you
actively visualize yourself successfully
completing a task. To visualize a com
pleted goal, follow this three-point
plan: Outline the steps needed to

complete the task, see yourself carry
ing out these steps, and picture yourself with the end

■ Prioritize responsibilities and objectives. A few years

product in hand.

ago, Clara Eraser San Soucie, 56, made headlines when she

graduated from the University of Richmond (Virginia) after
a 19-year effort. The mother of three, she was delayed from
completing her classes at various stages- when she divorced
in 1982, and when she underwent major surgery. On other
occasions she lost time for financial reasons. Despite per

sonal circumstances, she maintained an honor's grade point
average of 3.3. Of her college odyssey, Jean H. Proffitt, San
Soucie's academic advisor, says, "She had a tough row to
hoe. It takes a determined person and it requires you to set
your priorities. But she was going to get this degree."

■ Reward yourself. Rewarding movement and progress

rather than criticizing yourself for setbacks will encourage
continued advance. You truly do deserve encouragement
in the form of a reward when you substitute carrots for

chocolate or jogging for watching television. Congrat
ulate yourself on progress and back It up by doing some
thing purely for your own pleasure. "A meal at a special
restaurant, a night at the movies, or sleeping in late are

examples of things you can use as rewards as long as you
really enjoy them," says Dr. Sherman. "Just remember

a 34-year-old editor in New York. "For the last two years I'd

that a reward system only works when you strictly adhere
to it. So, if you earn a reward, take it. And if you don't
earn it, don't take it. Don't diminish your accomplish
ment by thinking they are not worth the rewards you set

been telling myself that I would work out at least five times

aside for them."

■ Practice "counter thinking." Argue yourself out of nega

tive, self-defeating thoughts. Consider the example of Jackie,

per week. I kept putting it off, but 1 finally joined a gym and
began the five times a week routine. To my amazement it
went well for about three weeks, but then work pressures

began to mount. 1 started telling myself, "Today you don't
have time for the gym. Stay at work." However, I balanced
those thoughts quickly by reminding myself that days with
stressful deadlines at work were precisely when I needed
exercise the most. So, by "counter thinking" I have been able

Finally, keep in mind that it is never too late to break

the procrastination habit. Even if you have been a procrastinator all your life, that way of living can be utterly
changed. By moving to end procrastination you are tak
ing charge of your life at a higher level. As you do that,
you will experience more fulfilling, joyful results and

accomplishments.

O

to maintain my commitment to exercise for almost a full

Victor M. Parachin. a minister and writer, lives in Claremont,

year now. I'm really quite pleased with myself."

California. He is a regular contributor to this magazine.
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Do you expect too
much of yourself?

2

Don't Sabotage Your Success
In the early 1900s, several French factory workers threw

their wooden shoes, or sabots, into their company's machinery
to protest the mechanization of their jobs. This intentional

destruction of machinery came to be know as sabotage.
Toastmasters, both new and old, may sometimes act in

zation and can even cause difficult-to-

explain car accidents. Still, coming up
with fascinating topics is the bane of all
speakers. Whenever you plan to actual
ly sit down and write the speech, some

thing always seems to distract you. Next

thing you know, it is the big day and you are speechless.

ways that tend to sabotage their public speaking growth.
They set out with good intentions of success, but some
where along the way they either misjudge how to achieve
their goals, fail to act because of fear of criticism and failure,
or expect more from themselves than they are ready for.
Problem 1: Setting no goals or setting overly ambitious

Solution: Try this! Just as soon as one speech is over, look
at what the next topic will be. Sit down and brainstorm by
writing down a list of possible subjects as fast as your mind

can think of them. When you run dry of ideas, tack the list
on your bathroom mirror next to your schedule of speech
es. The subconscious mind is a powerful thing. Let it work

goals. Whether you have recently joined Toastmasters or

on this list over time, and one day something will pop

are a seasoned member, you are continually presented
with a series of hurdles you need to overcome to reach a

into your mind when you least expect it. Once you have
the germ of the idea, the rest, with research, will follow.

specific goal. These hurdles are in the form of manual
speeches. If you are pursuing your Competent Toastmas-

ter or Competent Leader Award, you may be a little bewil
dered as how to proceed and in what time frame. How
you approach the task determines whether you remain
bewildered, become downright discouraged, or confident

ly go forth and succeed.
If you do not set any schedule for giving these manual
speeches, you probably will remain bewildered. You may

give your Ice Breaker or one or two advanced speeches
and then stall out. If you charge forward and try to give
one speech after another, you may quickly become

Problem 3: You've done your t)est to prepare, but when
you stand up to talk, your mind is blanker than the

stares of your audience. Choking is a self-defeating behav
ior that occurs when you're under pressure to do your very

best. You fail because you tried too hard to succeed.
Sometimes you may have set too high a goal for yourself;
e.g. the speech was too complicated, too long, or too close
to your heart. Or you may have had so many other things
going on in your life that they all ended up crashing down
on top of you.

burned out and discouraged before you can finish.

Solution: Take time and gain perspective. Before the
speech is due, ask yourself, "Am 1 really ready?" Be realis

Solution: You must draw up the list of speeches and assign
approximate due dates for each of the speeches. This sched

tic. (Believe it or not, the answer is not always no.)
Try to give the speech when you truly feel the answer

ule should be reasonable and attainable. Post it at a promi
nent place, such as your bathroom mirror, where you can

is yes. Secondly, develop perspective. If you are standing
in front of your audience and your mind goes blank, real
ize that your entire speaking career does not depend on
one speech. The audience is there to help. Take a deep
breath, wait and relax. Some of your worst speeches can
be the most educational and enlightening. Learn from

see it almost every day. If this schedule slips a bit, don't hes

itate to revise it. The important thing is that the schedule
is written and that you make every effort to meet it.
Problem 2: Not knowing what you will be talking
about until the day of the speech. Speeches created in
the car on the way to meetings do not allow you to grow

them, and charge on to greater heights.

as a speaker, not to mention they lack content and organi-

letter, Sunshine News.

o

Reprinted from the Fall 1993 issue of District 29's news
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HALL OF FAME

Notice: Because an increased number of awards are being
issued under the new recognition system, only Distinguished
Toastmaster(DTM)award recipients will be listed in the maga
zine. The Able Toastmaster (ATM)awards listed this month

were awarded before July 1. 1997.

The following listings are
arranged in numerical order

by district and club number.

Nenita A. Uygen, 4729-64
Sandra Simpson, 6030-69
Andrew Skopln, 4450-70
David Shepherd, 7426-70
Sheila Hoctor, 8870-71

Janice Attrill, 2176-72

DTM
|V)ngratulations to these
IfToastmasters who have

Kim Stewart, 8171-72

Ray Wolken,8610-72
H.B. Powell, 89,30-72
Peter Black, 9405-72

Michael Calderwood,823-74

received the Distinguished

Adrlann L. L. Spruyt, 1072-74
Elize Van Rensburg, 4125-74

Toastmaster certificate,

Mayel. Cablbil, 1164-75

Toastmasters International's

MalanieT, L]m,2100-75

highest recognition.

Rolando R. Lacson, 4403-75
Othello V, Enoveso, 4933-75

Gregory Allan Reid, 5566-F
Craig P. Berg, 2545-2
Ken Koga, 1952-4
Erling D. ThorgaUen, 7129-5
Jane A. Messenger, 1056-8
Josie Skibstad, 5904-17

Beth Jordan, 2388-19
Charles M. Hollander, 9453-21

ATM
Congratulations to these
Toastmasters who have

Susan Niven, 9890-21
Linda S. Cone,5468-24

received the Able Toastmas

Mark E. Graboyes,651-27

ter certificate of achievement.

Victor Peters, 8060-36

Joseph A, Lee, 6520-38
Charlesetta Stalling, 5728-39
Amelia L. Abad, 1876-46
Frances C. Okeson, 7949-46
Richard J. Schwartz, 936-47
Thomas E. Hooks, 3274-47
Edith N, Ramiscal, 2915-49
Jeff Beard, 9897-49

Jennifer Scoggins, 4256-56
Thomasine Johnson,5527-56
Paul Yehl, 5741-56

Sammye Crawford, 5741-56
Barbara Candiey,6659-56

Robyn Elaine Hopkinson, 3077-73
Judith Murphy, 4731-73
Dianne Louise Seiffert, 5028-73
Howard Wills, 5036-73

Nicolas R.Waldteufei. 3200-61

John Splnella, 5036-73
Celeste Sweeney, 5804-73

Bob Lyle, 5135-61
Terrence (Terry) O'Brien, 2274-70

Patricia Wallace-Bell, 5804-73
Colin Pickthall, 6277-73

Lorna Fazldeen, 2647-70
David Hart, 2893-70
Marie Patterson, 3034-70
Crlstine Brown, 4411-70
Jeanette Beer, 4815-70

Wendy Frances Powell,6700-73

Yvonne Cowling, 6890-73
Edward Jon Shipley, 9263-73
Janet Morrison, 9420-73

Anne Lesley Davis, 4821-70

Ronald Harry Burton, 32-74
Rocky Schmidt, 1228-74

Natalie Rosier, 5335-70

Ank Gowans, 2249-74

Greg Jones. 5795-70

Kirstenjessiman, 2514-74

Russell Klndervater, 6406-70

Andre Paul Calitz, 2856-74

Gregory Zeng, 6647-70

Michael Philip Bortz, 2856-74
Neil Arthur Sparrow, 3499-74
Lucille Pooley, 4049-74

Kcndal Scott, 6647-70
Michelle Liew, 6647-70
Richard Lum, 6647-70

David L. Sutcliffe, 4718-74

/Anne Sullivan, 6691-70

R. A. Martin, 5031-74

Gerard R,L, Van Der Swaag,6743-70

C. F. Pool, 5179-74
J.J.Smit, 5966-74
Elizabeth (Beth) Ellen Thomas, 6358-74

Tom McDonald, 7426-70

Janet Margaret Milliss, 7521-70
Raymond James Milliss, 7521-70

Frances Boshoff, 7056-74

Dennis Shaw, 7577-70
Victor Dalzell, 7851-70

Trevor C. Seagteen, 7746-74

George Douglas M. Morton. 8501-70
Elly Fleming, 8502-70
Cheryl Keane, 9265-70

Araceli Fe V, Pagusara, 2395-75
Alma May LTayo, 2712-75

Patti Bertram, 9691-70

Tom Ryan, 3794-71
Mary Prendergast, 4141-71
Gill Hale, 4410-71

Cliona Mclxrughlln, 4488-71
Michael Casey, 5812-71
Robin Chawner, 7298-71
Matthew Lawlee, 9298-71

Maria Remedies U. Sia, 1088-75

Ruben M. Gamala, 2712-75

Agnes M. Carlos, 3789-75
Abelardo P. Pineda, 5703-75
Charlie C, Fuentes, 5703-75

Concepclon F. de Vera, 7459-75
Victoria M.Bacalzo, 7459-75
Moises M. Maravilla, Jr,, 8026-75
Alma P. Sllla,9398-75

Jennifer Lapham, 67-72
Sharon McKendrick, 1171-42

Susan Hall, 1512-42
W. Reuben Kaufman, 1742-42

Susan Skrypnyk, 2882-42
Marie King, 3418-42

Gloria E. Hewetl, 1542-72
Alan Barnes, 1866-72

Mary E, Wilson, 2176-72
Karrin Hynes,.3089-72

Anniyersar^

fJN Williams, 3353-72

DECEMBER

Hugh Vrsalovic, 4969-56

Joe Mills, 6538-42
Terry Relth, 6901-42
Aileen Tan Ai Ker, 5110-51
Christopher Teo, 5334-51
Ban Peng Gea, 7903-51
Lim Kian Meng, 7903-51
Sarjit Singh, 8156-51

Jennifer McCartney, 3593-72
Peter Michael Alley, 6480-72
Lynley White, 7052-72
Katharine Phillipson, 7422-72
Beth Sharp, 7524-72
Tony L Stewart, 8171-72
Jane Lusby, 8344-72
Anthony Charles Burns, 8373-72

Tarsus,.532-8

Bennie R, Allen-Brooks, 6422-56
Henk Ketelaars, 2729-60

Justus H, Lewis, 8198-51
Woh Sow Choon,8198-51

David Joseph Clarkson, 9360-72

Orlando, 28-47

.AllenJ. Little, 9405-72

Michiel M. Bagchus, 6716-60
Cindy Kams, 639-62
Pamela B. Bachman,2983-63
Ronald Barredo, 3967-63

Craig Lancaster, 5507-52
Hilda Bryant, 1722-56
Judith A, Michaels, 2892-56

Joan Wilson, 26-73

Lyn Woods, 1060-73

Waukesha, 1173-35
Main Line, 1198-38

Lisa Ann Harbert, 3818-56

Maurice Aurbach, 1430-73

Trinity Toastmasters, 1190-50

Richard Myers, 7570-50
Grace Tyler, 8412-50
Iskandar Bin Ahmad,2574-51
All Marie Matheson,9655-52
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Gina Wilson, 567-73

65 years
Seattle International, 10-2

50 years

45 years

40 years

Hays, 2609-22
Spectacle City, 2602-35

Crown of Laurel, 77-36
Hornet's Nest, 1811-37
Metro, 3644-58
Manukau Toastmasters, 3461-72

Eyeopenen,2607-3
Jetstream, 2624-4

Ralph C. Smedley

West Shore, 227-38
Sea N Air, 2314-38

Memorial Fund

Algoma, 2643-62

35 years

Susquehanna, 2644-65

Minnehaha, 2563-6

West End,2661-66

Contributor

Hattiesburg, 3553-29

JANUARY

North Shore, 3543-70
Miranda, 3554-70
Melbourne, 3362-73

60 years

Downey Space, 513-F
Mikasa, 1727-U

Waterloo, 101-19

30 years

Evergreen Toastmasters Club No.8668-28
Janet E. Morin, CTM

35 ym

Saddleback Valley, 26S7-F
AT&T Forty LlncR, 2419-4

50 years

MT Gambler, 1537-73

Antes, 569-19

Myrtlewood Hootowlers, 158-7

Ballyhoos Toastmasters(Tub No.6407-33

Mainland-FAA, 1107-38

Pros Toastmasters Club No. 46S0-6, in

Picatinny, 3547-46

memof)' of Florence l.ewellon
Energizen Toastmasters Club No. 2439-15

Toronto Business Club, 3568-60

Lynchbuig,562-66

Contributing Club

(apital-Mexicana, 3493-34

Mandarin Toastmasters Club No. 1538-51

25 years
SOyrars

45 years

76 Speakers Forum, 3327-F
Mlxedmasters, 3686-F
Downtownen, 2696-15
Powell River, 1363-21
Leavenworth, 2301-22
Credit Union Center

Charlotte County, 1463-47

Frederick, 1082-18
Garland, 1207-50

Toastmasters, 2023-35
Belaborers, 2221-36

Morning Knights, 2875-65
Sunnybank, 3110-69
Kapl-Mana Speakeasy, 1679-72

20 years
Speakeazys, 3855-30
Spcakez's, 1816-35

Associate

Sunrisers, 2269-17

Northrop-Grumman, 212-1
Aerospace, 401-1
Dynamic Speakers, 457-5
Community Masters, 1216-11

Kai Rambow, DTM,international

New Providence, 3596-47

Director 1994-96, in memory of John

Strowger, 3848-54
Table Bay, 2232-74

E. Howard, DTM, International Director
1995-1997

Hellfire Toastmasters Club No. 3599-71

25^rs

Dorothea M. Perry, DTM, District 54

Lincoln-Douglas, 1196-54
Lake Charles, 1225-68

Fluor Daniel, 2011-30

District 29 Toastmasters, In memory of
Larry Nelson, DTM, District 29

40 years

2QyMR

Taipei, 1890-U
Century City, 2681-1

Mound, 3255-40
Suncoast, 1667-47

Benefactor

Cariboo, 786-21

City, 1324-74

l eathers Foundation

Governor 1993-94

Governor 1980-81

Eliminate Your Fear o£ Public Speaking
New Interactive CD ROM by World Famous Phobia Expert and Author
This exciting new CD ROM gives step-by-step, simple, techniques that combine modern psychology with the body's energy system to eliminate the
fears associated with speaking in public. Interactivity with customized treatment procedures - it gets to the bottom of your problems.
On-site, low-cost help for over 80% of users. Anxiety & Fear relief for the "Professionally Petrified"

Who can benefit from this new CD^
Executives
Students

Professionals

Managers

Teachers
Political leaders

Administrators

Sales professionals

• Reduce embarrassment

And,anyone who wants to communicate without anxiety and
stress in today's intensely competitive business environment

Visit our Website

You will learn how to:
• Quickly and easily remove stage fright
• Eliminate stress and anxiety no matter how large the group

Http://wwW.tftrX.COm

•
•
•
•
•

Forget the discomfort of past traumatic events
Eliminate claustrophobia
Get rid of that fear of freezing or going blank in a presentation
Stop worrying about "every one is watching me"
End excessive perspiring and other physical symptoms

Please rush this Interactive Series CD ROM Program, Eliminate Your Fear of Public Speaking
Interactive CD ROM and Useris Guide $99 plus $6 shipping (CA add sales tax)

CD requires windows 95@ 16 megs ram 2x cd rom drive.(Macintosh Version please write.)
Narne

Company
Address

C(ty/State/Zip_

Check enclosed □ or charge my:
VISA U MASTERCARD □

Number

Exp..

Signature.
Mail to: Gallon Techniques™
45-350 Vista Santa Rosa, Dept T
Indian Wells. CA 92210

Phone

1(800) 359-CURE or fax (760)360-5258
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All About Lecterns
Richard A. Freedman

June/14

The Power of the Positive "You"
Robert W. Batch

June/16

Aug/13

One Liners

Karl Righter, DTM

Checklist For Using Humor

Aug/14

Gene Perret

To "Ah" Is Human, To Count Is

July/5

Ridiculous

UNGUAGE/SPEECH WRITING

William /. Russell, CTM

Making the Emotional Connection

Aug/16

Stop Boring Your Audience
AlielflS'il*
v,.r ill
Cv^i^nahi?! »lVo.'Intel

Aug/19

Making Friends

Sept/8

Sept/11

Gary Michael, Ph.D.

BOARD OP DIRECTORS
In Pursuit of Quality Clubs

May/20

Your 1997-98 Officer Candidates

June/22

Meet Len Jury, DIM: The Thrill
of Success

Sept/16

1997-98 District Governors
1997-98 District Governor Directory

Sept/20
Sept/29

In Pursuit of Distinguished Clubs Standards of Leadership
TI Financial Report

Nov/27
Nov/29

Disembodied Voices
Patrick Mott

Jan/6

Luanii Lee Brown, ATM

The Big Show

Feb/28

Michael Gerard lames, CTM

Conquer Their Fear of Flying

June/5

ferry Bellune, CTM

Build an Enviable Reputation

July/24

Richard E. Dawes, DTM

The Eight D's of A+ Meetings

July/27

Rev, Keith D. Wright
The Show Must Go On

July/28

Jana Bickel, ATM-B

Being Involved?

July/28

Karen Robinson

Where There's a Why, There's a Way

Aug/24

Sept/13

Sept/16

lonathan Tolstedt
Let's Empower One Another

Connecting With Your Audience

Sept/14

Start a Speakers Bureau!
Patricia L. Fry, CTM
Toastmasters Online - Staying
Connected

Sept/24

Oct/8

May/12

May/16

Good Time

Dan Holohan

Nov/14

June/6

Get It Write

Gaye Groover Christmus
Nov/16

Richard G. Ensman, Jr.
Nov/20

Pamela Palmer, Ed.D.

A Tale of Two Lawyers

Make Your Thank You Memorable

Say It with a Rhyme to Give All a
Nov/5

Reid Goldsborough

In Search of the Right Search Engine

Apr/20

Margaret Klynchyk, ATM

Nikki Sweet, CTM
Double Check the Internet

The Art of Contrived Improvisation
William H. Stevenson, HI, ATM

Paula Blunck

Dec/5

Caught by Complacency
Jim Poling, ATM
And the Speaker Is...
Awaken Your Creativity!
Ray Anthony

Aug/5

Aug/6
Aug/8

Scott Heimes

FAMOUS SPEAKERS
Toastmasters With "The Right Stuff"

Cyndy Tyler, ATM

Developing "The Gifts of the Moment'
'Apr/16
Steven I. Reagles, ATM

7

Dawn Frail, DTM

The Elusive Ice Breaker

Mar/24

Elliot Essman, ATM

1
Speaking on the Cutting Edge

Are You Getting the Most Out of

The Hidden Power of Poetry

Article Index

CLUB MEETINGS
Coping With a Disliked Member

Mar/15

How's Your Diction?

Patrick Mott

Victor M. Parachin

Make a Powerful First Impression

Mar/12

A Blast from the Past

Alan M. Perlman, Ph.D.

Frank Losco, ATM

f

Mar/8

Thomas Montalbo, DTM

Su5flH St. John

Hi,.

speak with Eloquence

Feb/16

ITOIISIKFER
B01^ liStn U » GmM

Meet Toastmasters' 1997 Golden Gavel

Recipient; Dr. Deepak Chopra

Mar/27

Meet the Five Outstanding Speakers
of 1997

CGMMUNICATION
Evaluate With All Your Intelligences

Jan/16

HUMOR

Robert Goddard, ATM

Do You Have An Appetite For Input?

Feb/11

Fred Pryor
Touch Your Audience with Stories

A Good Funny Story is Versatile

Feb/6

* Gene Perret
Mar/20

Sinking at the Bar Mitzvah

Apr/14

Marcel Strigberger

John Kinde, DTM

Listen Carefully
Penelope Bryant Turk, ATM
Leave Me My Lectern!
Audrey Franklin, CTM

Dec/8

Mar/22

I Am Manager, Hear Me Roar

July/12

John Cadley

June/12

One Liners

July/14

Karl Righter, DTM
A
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Duly Noted

Aug/12

You Are What You Say

Aug/22

Patrick Mott

It Is Too, What You Say
Sept/5
Dr. Ralph C. Smediey
Organize Your Speech the SQ3R Way Sept/28
Edda R. Bevilacqua, ATM
Try Toasting

Oct/6

Zendur Rogers
Debunking the 55%, 38%,7% Rule

Oct/7

Jan/14

Lori Spangler, ATM-B
Unleashing Your Ultimate Power

Jah/24

Ken Vegotsky, CTM
Thank You Dan, Thank You ToastmastersFeb/5
Darren J. La Croix, CTM

Dec/6

Mar/16
Mar/19

Fred Pryor

Don't Accept Defeat - Continue to
Compete!

May/5

Rex Pawlak, ATM-B

Alan Perlman, Ph.D.

An Unexpected Lesson

May/6

Nancy Dootson, CTM

LEADERSHIP

Where Did 1 Put the Keys?

Serving as Club President • Is It Trying
or Gratifying
Jan/12
Feb/8
Feb/12

The Leprosy of Losing

June/27

July/19

Feb/14

Network Your Way to Success

Leadership: It's Just a Stage

JuIy/6

Are You Eligible For Any of the

Oct/5

July/8

Dig Your Well Before You Are Thirsty

New Awards?

ludith E. Pearson, DTM

July/11

July/16
July/20

Patrick Mott

Jan/28

Shirley McPherson, ATM-B

Dec/24

24 Easy Ways to increase Your Club
Membership

Feb/23

To Your Own Speaking Style Be True

Apr/13

Oct/ll

Richard G. Ensman, Jr.

Speaking to Kids
Oct/12

Feb/24
Mar/5
Mar/6
Apr/5
Apr/6

May/14

What's Your Speaking Style?

Breaking Up Is Hard to Do

Jan/5

Mastering Your Universe
Victor M. Parachin

of Control Audience

Lessons From the Best Presenters
Paul B. Thornton

"Good Morning America" Program
Banking on Toastmasters
Toastmasters and All That Jazz

Feb/27
Apr/12
Apr/24

A Lasting Legacy
Improved Educational System

May/21

Begins July 1

June/20
Oct/16

International Hall of Fame

Oct/28

June/24

Licensing Agreements Offer Profit
and Publicity

Nov/23

International Speech Contest Rules

Dec/30

1930-1997

Oct/23

June/28

SPECIAL ISSUES
July/15

Frederick Gilbert, Ph.D.

Jan/8

Jan/27

May/27

A Speaker's Nightmare: The Out

Ellen levine Bremen, ATM

Connie Kull Serves 30+ Years
Toastmasters Featured on

In Memory of John Howard,

Patrick Mott

PERSONAL GROWTH

Jan/22

TI Honors Dedicated Employee:

May/24

Mel White, CTM

Creative Stealing

UPDATE
Promises Made, Promises Kept

A Toastmasters Carnival

Duncan Ledsham, CTM
Oct/14

Oct/15

Mark Majcher, ATM

In Honor of Joseph P. Rinnert:

May/8

Patricia L. Fry, CTM

My Three-Year Old Inspiration

Aug/27

Turning the Corner
Feb/20

Dr. Ralph C. Smediey

Toastmasters, Know Your Audience

Go Beyond the Meeting
Mark Majcher, ATM

Jill Rowlands, DTM

Racing to Speak
Kay Presto, DTM
Getting the Upper Hand

Martha Lasley, CTM
Membership Building Is as Simple
asABCD
Doris S. Tse, DTM

Jan/20

Cindy Chambers, ATM

Jimmy Henderson, ATM
All that Glitters Is Not Sold

The Charles Atlas Approach to Public
Speaking
Cindy Podurgal Chambers, ATM
The Retirement Speech

Apr/22

Mark Majcher, ATM

George Torok, CTM

Apr/8

Getting Wacky About Membership

Building

Feb/22

Early Harvest

Jean Marsh, CTM

Saved By a Cartoon

Patricia L. Fry, CTM

How to Start a Company Club
Joyice A. Powell, CTM

TOPICAL TIPS
Walk With Enthusiasm

SPEAKING TECHNIQUES
Keep Your Eyes & F,ars Open and
Your Pen Ready!

Borrowed Eloquence

Share the Power of Toastmasters

with Educators
Lin Gill, CTM

Nov/12

Dec/20

Ruth Pinkus

MEMBERSHIP BUILDING
Speechcraft to Revitalize

Nov/11

Rob Julian, DTM

Mark Majcher, ATM

Richard G. Emmn,Jr.

What Leadership Isn't

Looking Good in Public:

Anthony V. Perrella, ATM

Kai Rambow, DTM

Leadership Lessons For the

21st Century

Nov/8

Liven Up Your Technical Talk!

Learn to Lead by Letting Go:

Four Steps to Effective Delegating
/imnty Henderson, ATM

Presentations With a Punch!

Using Visual Aids
Dec/16

Patricia L. Fry, CTM

Dtrwfi Halverson, DTM

Nov/6

John McCauley, CTM
Patricia L. Fry, CTM

V.J. Smith, ATM

Become Your Own Mentor
Richard G. Emman, jr.

Oct/24

Overcoming the Fear of Microphones

Now That You've Given Your
How to Be a Great Follower

Anticipation
Timothy RuthStiver

Richard G. Ensman, Jr.

Patrick Mott

Dare to Delegate

Excite Your Audience With

June/8

Victor M. Parachin

10th Speech-

David H. Willis, CTM

The Art of Mentoring
Ruth Stophel Newsome, DTM
The Authority

ofm
B Miak MailCmM

Victor M. Parachin

Courage Is a Valuable Commodity
Nov/24

Judith E. Pearson, DTM

Not Another Boring Speech, Please!

Jan/11

The Top 10 Things I Learned While
Serving as Club President

Develop Your Self-Confidence

Maryland Lincoln, CTM
What Is a Toast?

Working Miracles in People's Lives
David L. Coles, CTM

Dave Gunby, ATM

Au%l29

A Passion For Eloquence
Leadership Lessons For the
21st Century

March

All About Audiovisual Aids

November

July
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IT»S
YOUR

CREATING A SUCCESSFUL Toastmastcrs Club isn't child's play!

To win you'll need to organize your players, then direct them strategically. So marshal your
knights, bishops, king, and queen-

'

What? You don't have a king or a queen? How do you get them'Search them out! Your

quest should extend to every corner of your locale. Your fellow bishops and knights must help. Before
long, zestful new players will arrive in droves and apply for membership. Checkmatef

Those who succeed in this year's new member quest shall be rewarded handsomely:
i The newly minted "It's Your Move"pin will be awarded to those who sponsor five new members.
& The coveted Gold Star pin will be bestowed upon those sponsoring 10 new members,

i A classic To<i5tniasters Necktie or Ascot ScarfshaW be the entitlement of those sponsoring 15
or more members.

The rules and play are asfollows:
O This membership program begins July 1,1997 and ends June 30,1998.
e All Toastmasters are eligible and are encouraged to participate.
© To receive credit as a sponsor, your name must appear on the
Application for Toastmasters Club Membership (Form #400), along
with your home Club number. Please print or type information legibly.
No changes will be made to the information once applications are
-i

received by World Headquarters.
O New, dual, and reinstated members count for credit.
Transfer and charter members do not.

©The new member must join between July 1997 and
=

June 1998.
fee:

Applications must be postmarked no later than June 30,
1998, and be received at World Headquarters by July 7,1998.

jfeu—-

Would you like to be a better recruiter?

mfi

Contact World Headquarters to request a copy of
From Prospect To Guest To Member (Catalog No.
108), an informative booklet that teaches members
to be effective recruiters.

*.0. Box 9052 Mission Vtcjo, CA 92690 (714)858-8255 Fax:(714)858-1207

